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A FLEJCJBLE AND-INTERACI’IVE EDIT AND IMPUTATION 
SYSTEM FOR RATIO EDIT!3 

Brian Greenbere and Rita Surdi 

All survey and census pro-Tarns are subject to nonresponse and 
erroneous reportingr, whereas data users demand complete and accurate 
data to be used for a varietv of statistical purposes. Although the 
implementation of an edit and imputation svstem is highly survev specific, 
coherent methodolo@es can be developed that inteeate diverse features 
and needs into a structured framework. Various imbutation strateeies, 
subject-matter exnertise, and auxiliary information can be incornorated 
within such a framework. 

A widely used criterion for economic data requires that the ratio of two 
resuonses lie between prescribed bounds. The upner and lower bounds are 
determined by historical information, subject-matter exnertise, and when 
feasible, bv a samde of responses. In addition to comnarinc two fields on 
the renort form, ratio edits can incornorate data from an earlier time 
frame as well as information from an external data file. A system to edit 
data under ratio edits has been developed at the Bureau of the Census and a 
prototype model has been developed for the Annual Survev of 
Manufactures. A modification of this prototype system was designed and 
used to process two segments of the 1982 Economic Census. An interactive 
version of this system has been developed for use by subject-matter 
analysts for on-line processing of referral cases. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

All survey and census programs are subject to nonresponse and erroneous reporting, 

whereas data users demand complete and accurate data to be used for a varietv of 

statistical purnoses. It is well-recoe;nized that the data collection a$encv has the 

optimal vantag;e point and attendant obligation to nrovide valid allocations for missing 

values and to adjust spurious responses. The development of statisticallv precise and 

mathematically rigorous edit and imputation svstems is essential in meeting this 

objective and is vital in providing users with high quality data products. 

Although the implementation of an edit and imputation system is hiahlv survev-snecific, 

coherent methodoloe;ies can be developed that integrate diverse features and needs into a 

structured framework. Within such a framework, various imputation strateties, 

subject-matter expertise, and auxiliary information can be incoruorated. Stat-of-the- 

art edit svstems draw upon operations research optimization techniques, mathematics, 

and statistical analysis to incorporate prior knowledge and concurrent information. 

Development and implementation of such svstems require that mathematical and 

statistical investigators work jointly with subject-matter specialists familiar with the 

survev environment. 



The role of the edit process is to alter erroneous responses and not to alter valid ones. In 

most discussions of editing the focus is usually on altering erroneous fields; however, we 

should beware of overzealousn&s and take precautions aeainst changing correctlv 

reported values. One should endeavor to assert that a record is acceDtable, even in the 

face of several failed statistical edits if information can be garnered from ancillarv 

sources or from the record itself to support its validity. 

One imDutes because of item nonresponse and because fields have been tarqeted for 

chanv based on patterns of edit failure. The role of the imDutation process is not simnly 

to create a consistent record nor to allocate values based on a random generation from a 

presumed underlving distribution. The ideal anal (thou@ FeneraIly not Dracticable) is to 

create a revised record close to what a respondent would have reported were there no 

errors. In particular, when one imputes in a field deleted due to edit failures the 

imDutation strateTv should take into account the reported value (albeit incorrect) 

whenever Dossible, and the imputation for edit failures mic$t be different from that for 

item nonresponse. For examDle, in some surveys, a frequent reporting (or keying;) 

problem is that a field is in error bv a multiple of one thousand. For the fields 

susceptible to this sort of error, one should attern@ to detect it and divide the recorded 

response by one thousand. 

The relation between editinq and imputation is fundamental, and it is crucial to integrate 

these two features when designincr an error correction system. One aspect of the 

relation is technical: imputed values should not fail edits except in presnecified special 

cases. Accordinglv, an important aspect of the imDutation process is the editing of 

imDuted values-assuming: that non-imputed variables all pass edit checks. An imputation 

procedure based on an estimation process, especiallv one involving a stochastic 

component, can yield specious imputations. For example, due to the contribution of a 

residual, an estimate of a missing value may be necative-usually Drcscribed. Rut more 

generally, interrelated data items often must conform to edit constraints, and to ensure 

that one does not impute a value that would be rejected if it were reported, the 

candidates for imputation have to be checked for feasibility. Those not feasible have to 

be either reimputed or adjusted. If a non-feasible or susnicious imputation occurs in a 

set of fields that were targeted for change due to edit failures, an alternate set of fields 

to adjust may be indicated. Of course, if the imDutation strategy can ensure feasibilitv, 

so much the better. 

Another aspect of the relation between editing; and imputation is far more intimate and 

must run throughout a coherent system. Simplv stated, the variables and criteria that 
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contribute to the editinF of reoorted data and are embedded in the edit constraints 

should day a role in determining a valid and meaningful imputation. For examole, if the 

imputation is to be based on matching to records from other respondents (e.g=, hot deck, 

statistical matching) the connection between the edit step and the imnutation is that the 

matchinrr: be based on variables that enter edits for missin? fields. If the irnoutation is 

based on other reported values on the same record (as in a regression orocedure), once 

arain, the variables most orominently contributing to the imnute should be those in edits 

for that field. Rv utilizing: variables most closelv related to the field to be corrected in 

both editinc and imputation, one endeavors to guarantee that imnuteii values oass all 

edits. 

The seminal paper relatinp editing: and imnutation is bv Felled and Volt, c ?? I. In that 

oaner, the primary focus is on categorical data, and the imoutation strateev most 

discussed is matchinq records to other resoondents. For fields to be imnuted, the 

variables drivine the match are the same ones Iused to edit those fields. Imnortant work 

utilizing this connection between editing: and imputation for continuous (economic) data 

and linear edits has been done bv Gordon Sande c 5 1. In this work, mathematical 

proqammine was emdoved to determined a feasible retion, and an acceptable record 

was one fallinq into the feasible rea-ion. After the fields to del.ete were identified, 

matchinq was used to obtain a feasible impute. Once again, the fields involved in edits 

of a liven variable (or set of variables) to be imouted were used for the match. Further 

discussion of the relation between editin? and imputation is contained in c 6 1. 

There are basicallv three tvpes of editx structural, statistical, and subject-based. 

Structural edits are based on a logical rel.ation between two or more fields, for examde, 

a total must equal the sum of its Darts, or, because of a skip oattern inherent in a 

questionnaire, two variables lvinq on disjoint oaths cannot both be non-zero. Statistical 

edits are constraints based on a statistical analysis of resoondent data, for examde, the 

ratio of two fields lies between limits determined h17 a statistical analvsis of that ratio 

for presumed valid reoorters. Subject-based edits incorporate lTreal-worl?’ strictures 

which are neither statistical nor structural, for examole, the ratio of wapes oaid to hours 

worked (i.e., hourlv waqe) must exceed the minimal hourlv walre. r)f course, some edits 

are hybrids. 

In determining: the validitv of a resoondent record, structural edits must nass while 

statistical or subiect-hased edits should oass unless there is cogent countervailinp 

evidence. A record revised by an automated system should oass all structlrral edits and 

imouted values should oass virtuallv all edits. - That is, we m8.y accent some resrxndent 
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records even if sel.ected statistical or subiect-based edits fail because there mav he 

countervailinrr; information, but we should be unwilling to allow an automated system to 

imnute an edit failin9: value extent under verv controlled circumstances. 

As with edits, we can classify imnutation rules into three basic types: structural, 

statistical, and subject-based, each based on the same nrinciples as the corresnondine: 

edits. One employs a structural imputation when a structural relationshin holds between 

several variables (e.g., a total must equal the sum of its parts), so that if one of these 

constituent variables is missing, an aonropriate imnutation may be inferred from the 

remaining. An example of a statistical imnutation is the use of a repession model where 

the dependent variable is to be imputed, and the coefficients of the independent 

variables are derived from presumed valid resnonses. The more sophisticated E-M 

algorithm will also fit in this cateqorv. Subject-based imbutations are contributed by 

subject-matter exnerts who are knowledceable about the resnondent nobulation, subject- 

matter of the survey, and recurring sources of resoondent for keying) error. For 

example, subject-matter snecialists mav be aware that some resnondents renort a 

variable in uounds rather than tons as per instructions, and when this detected on a 

record an effective correction would be to divide the response by ?fJOr). 

Rroadly viewine: an edit and imputation system as a model to correct for misrebortinq 

and to allocate for non-reswnse, it will have to incornorate each of the three tvnes of 

edit and imputation nrocedures discussed above. The statistical modeling techniques for 

treating nopresnonse that are currentlv making their wav into journals are sonhisticated 

and potentially powerful. However, from the point of view of implementation, they must 

be embedded in a comprehensive svstem for survey editinfr and imputation. A facile 

application of some statistical strateav fespeciallv one which ianors edit constraints) will 

not suffice for a sensitive and meaningful broabbased system. For anv survev, subject- 

matter snecialists must be Dart of a team desig;ning an edit and imputation system. A 

flexible and structured methodoloqv can provide a framework for subject-matter 

expertise and statistical techniques and integrate them to model edit and imputation 

requirements. 



II. AD’I’OMATED VERSION OF CORE EDIT SYW’EI\rr 

A. Overview 

The svstem described in this paoer, referred to as the core edit, endeavors to adhere to 

the strictures of an edit and imoutation svstem as outlined above. We regard the 

advances made bv Felleti, Holt, and Sande as methodoloqical oroqenitors, and we freely 

borrow ideas and constructs from each. Thenotions of imdied edits, their generation, 

and their use are discussed in [ c% ] and the orinciole of a feasible reqion for continuous 

data under linear edits is discussed in 1: 4 1. 

For the svstem to be described, we begin with a family of explicit ratio edits, generate 

the implied edits, and use all the edits to determine fields to delete for edit-failing 

records. After the designated fields are deleted, we have a record with some missing 

values and remaining: fields consistent, and we use all edits fincludinp imdied) and the 

remaining (presumed valid) field values to obtain a feasible region for each missing 

field. Ry imputinp a value that lies in the acceptance retion for each missing field, we 

ensure that no edit failures will be introduced by the imputation process. Rut equallv 

imoortant, the feasible reqion, by providing: a rance of acceptable values, aids in the 

selection of a suitable imputation from a ranre of options. 

For each field on the record, we create a brief subroutine, called an imoutation module, 

consisting of a sequence of imputation rules. To imoute for a missing field, the value 

generated by the first aoplicable rule is tested for feasibilitv (that is, consistency with 

all other fields on the record). If that value is feasible, it is accepted as the imputation, 

and the svstem oroceeds to the next missinq field. If not, we generate a value hased on 

the next applicable rde, determine if it is feasible, and proceed down the rules as 

necessary. Should all rules generate non-feasible values, we make no imputation and the 

record is flagged for review. 

Each imputation module is created using information furnished by subject-matter 

specialists who are familiar with the survey Questionnaire, the target wwlation, sources 

of non-random error, and the availability of auxiliarv information. As noted above; some 

imputation rules are structural, some subject-based and others statistical. Imoutation 

modules are easy to create and they can be easily revised to accommodate new 

understandings about the data being edited. 

The core edit was oriqinallv designed for use on the Annual Survey of ?Manufactures 

(ASMI. In developing: this system, all survev soecific Drocedures were isolated in well- 
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defined segments so that changing onlv these modules would make the system usable for 

other surveys and censuses. This system was successfullv used to process two segments 

of the 1982 Economic Censusesi The Enterprise Summarv Report and the Auxiliarv 

Establishment Report. ASM-specific modules were removed from the system, and 

subject-matter suecialists in the Economic Surveys Division at the Census Bureau 

created imputation modules for these two surveys. As part of an edit and imputation 

evaluation project, imputation routines used bv Business Division for editing basic data 

items for selected retail, wholesale and service establishments on the 1982 Economic 

Censuses have been incoroorated into this system. Industrv Division will soon conduct 

large-scale testing of this system on the Annual Survey of Manufactures. 

B. The Edits and Feasible Retion 

In an earlier paper, C 3 1, the first author discusses the nature of ratio edits, the 

procedure for generating imnlied edits, and the techniques for locating fields to delete 

for edit-failing records. We refer the reader to that paper for a detailed discussion of 

these tonics. After setting the staEe and introducing necessarv definitions and notation, 

we proceed directly to a discussion of imputation strategy. 

We assume that our data are continuous and non-negative, for each record there are N 

fields, Fl,...,FN, and we denote bv Ai the value of field Fi. A ratio edit between field Fi 

and field Fh is the recluirement that 

L ih 2 Ai/Ah 5 ‘ih 

where Lih and Uih are non-negative, extended real numbers (i.e., Uih can be infinite), 

which are specified in advance. Given two ratio edits 

I ‘ih L Ai IAh I Uih 

Lh.i LA /A. < U 
h J- hj 

the implied ratio edit is 

L. L 
ih hj - 

< AilA. < U. 
J- lhUhj l 
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After all implied edits are generated and suitable reductions are made, for each pair 

(i,j) E NxN, there is an edit 

L ii 2 Ai/A. < U... 
J- 11 

Prior to processing data, implied edits are e;enerated, the system detects inconsistencies 

in the edit set (i.e., a lower bound for some ratio will exceed its upper bound), and the 

implied edits are reviewed and changed if necessarv by subject-matter specialists. 

In the editing: of an individual record, after erroneous fields are identified and deleted 

and the remaining: fields on a record are verified as consistent, it is necessary to impute 

for missin? values. Suppose P fields on a given record are to be imputed fK<V). Sv 

reordering, we can assume the missing fields are FN-K+l,...,Fv and the fields 

Fl ,...,FN-K all have valid values. Imputations will be made sequentiallv beennins with 

field FN-K+l in the following manner. Consider all edits involving field FN-K+l and 

those fields considered reliable, namelv Fl,...,FN-KY to obtain an interval in which 

AN-K+1 must lie. That is, we have edits: 

LN-K+l, j L N-K+l, j 

for all j=l ,...,N-K. Since the L’s and II% are known real numbers, and Aj for i=l,...,N-K 

are known, we have a set of N-K overlappine closed intervals: 

LN-K+l, j Aj 5 AN-K+1 5 �N-K+l, j Aj l 

The intersection of this region is reDresented bv the shaded area below 

and this is the interval in which AN-K+,. must lie to be consistent with all other fields. 

Denoting; this interval, called the feasible region, bv IN-K+19 we note that IN-K+1 is not 

emptv whenever the edit set is consistent and the non-blank fields conform to the 

appropriate edits. After selecting an imputation for field FN-K+I, we proceed to derive 

the feasible region for FN-K+v (i.e., Iv-K+?) usinp all appropriate edits and the field i 
values Aj for j=l,...,N-K+l. 
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C. An Example Based on the 1.982 Economic Censuses. 

The imputation rules currently used in Business Division for retail, wholesale, and service 

establishment respondents to the 1982 Economic Censuses are defined by a series of 

decision logic tables. As part of an edit and imputation evaluation project, for selected 

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) groupings, these rules are incorporated into the 

core edit and data from establishments in these SICs were edited using this system. For 

a typical establishment, there are four data records (1) the response data, f2) 1982 

Administrative Data, (3) 1981 Administrative Data, and (4) 1977 Economic Census data, 

although for some establishments one or more of these data records may be missing. 

To impute for a missi.np field, for example Annual Payroll (APR), the edit system first 

determines the feasible region for this field as described in Section R. It then tests 

candidate values for feasibility in a specified sequence. In this example, the first 

candidate value would be the 1982 Administrative Data value for Annual Pavroll. If that 

value lies in the feasible region for APR the system makes a direct substitution and 

imputes for APR the corresponding 1982 Administrative Data value. If the 1982 

Administrative Data value for Annual Pavroll does not yield a suitable impute, the 

svstem next derives an imputation candidate based on the 1981 Administrative Data 

value for Annual Payroll. If that value is in the feasible region the system accepts it, 

otherwise the system derives a potential imputation based on the 1977 Economic Census 

value for APR. If that value is not acceptable, a value is derived from other response 

variables on the report form, in this case, Quarterly Payroll or Number of Employees. 

If the reported value of APR is verv large, far exceeding any reasonable value (as 

detected bv some edit), an imputazcandidate is generated hy dividing the reported 

value by 1000, sometimes called rounding. If this rounded value lies in the feasible 

region for APR it is accepted as the impute. Since respondents sometimes report in 

dollars rather than in 1000% of dollars as instructed, when a rounded value is feasible this 

adjustment to the reported value is verv reasonable. The rounding option is not included 

in the imputation module for Number of Employees because the corresponding reporting 

error does not occur in that field. 

The point of this example is to give the flavor of what an actual imputation module 

might look like. Special situations, such as part-vear emplovers, were not discusser$ 

however, they were incorporated into the system with ease. This example does illustrate 

how subject-matter expertise and auxiliary data can be incorporated into an imputation 

module. 
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l3. Fxamde using the Annual Survev of Vanufactures 

In creating the imputation modules for a orototyoe edit and imputation system for the 

ASM, we worked closelv with subject-matter exoerts to develop imoutation routines for 

each variable being treated. Par most data records, the prior year report from the same 

respondent (establishment) was available. Thus, in addition to the field-twfield edits 

discussed earlier, we also had year-to-vear edits to work with. These edits are of the 

form 

Ri/Ri L.. 2 Ai/A. 5 C/R. TJ.: 
1J J J 1J 

where Ri is the mior vear value in field i, i=l,..., N. (That is, the accented nrior year 

value of the ratio of field i to field j is modified h~7 limit multipliers to determine an 

acceotahle range for the current vear ratio.) These edits, orior year values, anrl the 

implied edits all contributed in determininrr fields to delete for edit-failing: records and in 

determining: the feasible retion for eRch field fsee C 3 1 for details). 

The imputation modules incoroorate a larcre amount of survey-specific information 

supolied bv subject-matter soecialists. For example, certain fields were the sum of other 

fields, for selected fields falthouqh not others! a blank was usuallv an indication that the 

resnonse should likelv be zero, rounding was used on selected fields, and for some fields 

an accepted prior year value of zero was a stronq indication that zero would be 

anoropriate ag;ain. After these subject-based or structural imoutation options were 

incorporated into the system, those of us working on the ASM system developed a 

sequence of reTession models. Each field to be imnuted became the dependent variahle, 

and related fields became independent variables. In most cases, for each deoendent 

variable, the indeoendent variables consisted of fields involved in exdicit edits furnished 

by subject-matter soecialists as discussed in the introduction fsee C 1 1, for more 

details.) 

For each of the ten selected variables whose missing value was to be imputed using a 

statistical regression, two variables were chosen as indeoendent variables for a familv of 

regression models. Given a triole of deoendent variable and two associated independent 

variables, six models were obtained for each field to he imouted (see helow). Three of 

the models use orior vear data and three use only current vear data. After all six models 

for a deoendent variable were derived, thev were ranked according: to their ability to 

predict that variable. We will describe the criterion by which the models were ranked 

and the manner in which they are emoloved within a coherent strategv. A(X) will denote 
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the current year value for variable X, and B(X) will denote the prior year value. In this 

study we used data collected on the 1981 ASM in which responses which failed edits were 

deleted. In discussine: the models, “DEP” will denote the dependent variable, ‘TNDl” and 

“JND2” will denote the correspondinq independent variables, and Rk will denote 

estimates of regression coefficients, where k = l,..., 8. Estimates of these coefficients 

were obtained for each of 27 industry groupings based on 4-diqit SIC codes. 

For each triple of dependent and two independent variables, we considered the following 

six m odels: 

Model 1: A(DEP) = 6, *A(INDl) 

Model 2: A(DEPJ = R 2 * -gTigBiJ RfDEP’ * A(mD1) 

Model 3: A(DEP) = 6 3 *A(lND2) 

R(DEP) 
Model 4: A(DEP) = B4 *-ii7jgn~~- * A(IND2) 

Model S: A(DEP) = R5 * A(lNDl.1 + fj 6 * A(IND2) 

BfDEP) B(DEP) 
Model 6: AfDEPI= R7 * -GTiNE>iJ- *AflNDl)+ fJ8 * -RT~NE;~J *A(IND2). 2 

We derived estimates of the reqression coefficients for each triple listed below: 

DEP 

ww 

PW 

OW 

OE 

MH 

SW 

VS 

SLC 

TE 

CM 

lND1 

SW 

WW 

SW 

TE 

WW 

vs 

SW 

SW 

vs 

vs 

IND:! 

PW 

MH 

OE 

ow 

PW 

TE 

CM 

LE 

SW 

SW, 
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where ww = wages for production workers 

PW = number of production workers 

ow = number of non-production workers 

OE = wages for nowproduction workers 

MH = hours worked for production workers 

SW = total salary and wages 

vs = value of shipments 

SLC = supplemental labor costs 

TE = total number of emplovees 

CM = cost of materials 

LE = legallv required supplemental labor costs. 

Given a dependent variable, DEP, and an SIC, regression coefficient estimates were 

obtained, that is, Rk, k = l,...., 8. The six models above were ranked using the statistic 

D2 
j 

= ‘i’ (AifDEP)-Aij(DEP)j2 /N j=l,...S. 
i=l 

Note that Ai (DEP) is the ohserved value of DEP for the i 
th 

th 
case, Ai j (DEP) is the 

predicted value of the i case of variable DEP using Model j, and N is the number of 

irxscone records. That is, Dy is a measure of cumulative difference between the 

observed values of DEP and the predicted values of DEP using Model j, for j=l,...,6. The 

models were ranked by ascending value of Df , with minimum Di preferred (Note that 

Model 5 will always be ranked before Models 1 and 3, and Model 6 before 2 and 4. Of 

course, the more familiar statisticE; = (N/N-rjI Di ,, where rj is the number of 

independent variables in Model j, or other measures of difference between observed and 

predicted values, could be employed for rankings.) 

The models developed for each dependent variable were incorporated into the imputation 

scheme for that variable with each model providing an option for imputation. To impute 

for a missing field, the model ranked first is tested to see if the value it predicts 

furnishes a valid imputation (ia, falls in the feasible region). If it does, that value is 

substituted for the missing field If the value based on the first ranked model is not 

suitable, we test the value based on the second ranked model and so on, testing each 

candidate until a feasible imputation is found If any of the information required for a 

model is missing, we move down to the next ranked model. If none of these models 

provides a suitable imputation, alternate procedures are called upon. A necessary 
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condition for a suitable imputation is that the candidate value lie in the feasible region, 

thus, by use of this strategy, we are able to guarantee that imputed values pass all 

relevant edits. 

Note that in our regression models, we did not add a residual error term; but of course, 

we certainlv could have done so. In some regression-tvpe imputation procedures, the 

candidate for an imputation value can be less than zero because of the addition of a 

residual. That is, the impute would fail the nownegativity constraint, and when this 

occurs, that value is rejected as an acceptable impute. However, these systems rarely 

check as to whether an impute containing a residual conforms to other edits. The core 

edit system is well suited to the incorporation of a residual term since each candidate 

imputation is checked for feasibility. The objective of this section is not to advocate anv 

one imputation scheme, but rather to impart a flavor as to how a statistical model can be 

incorDorated into this system. 

III. INTERACI’IVE VERSION OF CORE EDIT 

AlI large scale automated edit and imputation systems run data records in batch mode, 

and based on the actions taken by the automated system, records are selected for analvst 

review. The analyst then examines the overall performance of the automated system and 

further adjusts individual records as needed. Typical causes for analyst review are large 

edit changes or changes on records for large establishments. We have developed an 

interactive version of the core edit system for use by analysts during the review 

process. The interactive system allows an analyst to target one or more fields for 

revision, observe the feasible region, select amongst the system generated imputation 

options, delete alternative fields, and observe (while on-line) the impact of any changes. 

If a field was deleted because of edit failures in a record, this interactive version of the 

svstem can be used to generate alternative sets of fields to delete. 

When using the interactive, omline version of the core edit to review referral cases, both 

the original and revised versions of a record to be reviewed are displayed, and the 

following message is printed ‘Is this record acceptable. 3” If so, the system proceeds to 

the next record for review. If not, the system ask which fields the analyst wants to 

examine further. 

For concreteness, suppose we are working with the edit for retail, wholesale and service 

establishments and the analvst wants to examine Annual Pavroll fAPR) and Sales fSLSI. 

The user indicates these fields and processing begins with APR. (conforming to the order 

in which fields are to be imputed). The svstem next disnlavs the range of the feasible 
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region for APR, the current value, and the values generated bv each impute option 

embedded in the imputation module for APR. That is, it will print out the 1982 

Administrative Data value, the value based on the 19Sl Administrative Data, the value 

based on the 1977 Census data, etc. The user can then choose from these values for an 

alternative impute, or enter anv other value for that field. For example, if the analvst 

detects a keying error on APR, he/she can enter the correct value from the respondent 

form. After completing APR, the svstem proceeds to SLS, disdaving the feasible region 

and the values based on each imputation option. At this stage, the feasible region will be 

determined in part bv the new value of APR. After completing the review of SLS, the 

system asks once again if the record is acceptable. If not, the analyst can repeat this 

process, but we expect one pass to suffice in most cases. 

In addition to allowing the user to adjust the imputes, the system allows the user to 

delete alternative fields for edit-failing records. For example, the pattern (graph) of 

edit failures on some record might have looked like: 

(where an arc between nodes indicates an edit failure between corresponding fields), and 

the automated svstem might have selected F1 and F4 for deletion based on preassigned 

weights, see C 3 1 for details. If, on inspection, an analyst determined that field F3 was 

in fact incorrect, then field F, would be targeted for deletion bv the anal@, and the 

system would (depending on the assignment of weights) proceed to delete F:, in order to _( 
remove remaining edit faiIures. Imputation will follow, and the svstem will ask the user 

if the revised record is acceptable, etc. 

It is our expectation that this interactive system will prove to be an aid to analysts in the 

review process. Sv displavine the feasible region, the various s&em-generated options 

for imputation, and the source of each option, the interactive system will furnish the 

analyst with a range of information to bring to bear in the review of a referral case. Rv 

observing the influence of each correction on subsequent fields to be adjusted, the 

analvst will have a greater understanding of the impact of each revision. Rv providing 
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guidelines for the analvst, this system can help reduce some of the tenuousness and 

subjectivity in the review process. 

To date, analysts who have used this system on test decks have commented favorably and 

remarked that it is a system they can use to advantage. Note that once the core edit is 

set up to run records in batch mode, the interactive version is available with no extra 

effort. That is, when working with this system a user need onlv specifv whether he/she 

wants to run records in batch mode through the automated version or on-line for referral 

cases. 

IV.SUMMARY 

To some extent, it was our intention to design an edit and imputation system that 

conforms to the guidelines set forth in the Introduction. But at the same time, the 

knowledge gained working with potential users in the subject-matter areas, learning their 

needs, and understandinK the facets of their expertise, contributed to these guidelines. A 

edit and imputation system should blend statistical and subject-matter emertise in a 

coherent framework and inteqrate edit constraints with imnutation strategy. We have 

described a structured system that attempts to meet these requirements and is 

sufficiently flexible to accommodate a varietv of users. Development work continues on 

this svstem, enhancements are being made, and additional users are being identified. 
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